Introduction
Malaria is a life threatening disease common in temperate climate zones including Sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and the Americas. A female Anopheles mosquitoes carrying plasmodium parasite in their salivary glands is the transmitter of malaria (Poolphol et al., 2017) . The severity of malaria rest on the class of this plasmodium parasite. Malaria could be a product of many sources such as insect stings, blood transfusion through contaminated needles or unscreened blood (Abduah and Karunamoorthi, 2016) . When an infected source infects a person, the plasmodium parasites is injected into the blood and down to the liver for its life cycle. After a complete life cycle of the parasite in lever, it then travels through the circulatory system and attack red blood cells (Jan et al., 2018; Sajjad et al., 2016) . Symptoms of malaria are high fever, sweating, vomiting, shaking, headache, muscle and joints pain, usually noticeable within a few weeks after infection.
Typhoid on the other hand is a bacteria illness caused by the Salmonella enterica serotype Typhi and transmitted through a human carrier in the form of contaminated food and water (Qamar et al., 2018; Abatcha et al., 2019) . The bacteria attack the intestine and temporarily stayed in the blood stream. The bacteria are then transported by white blood cells in the liver and bone marrow, where they regenerate and re-enter the blood stream. The maturity period of typhoid is basically a maximum of two weeks and the illness can take several weeks. The symptoms include headaches, diarrhea, high fever, poor appetite, and body pains.
Both malaria and typhoid fever have similar symptoms and are famous for their co-existence in the human body i.e. malaria and typhoid can combine in human as malaria typhoid causing severe complexity in diagnosis. Precisely speaking, the joint infection of malaria typhoid in a host causes problem of under-diagnosis when doctors tries to determine the exact disease out of the two diseases. Malaria and typhoid fever have been identified by scholars as killer diseases accounting for the periodic death of several millions of people worldwide. This high mortality rate can be traced to reasons such as poor medical diagnosis methods and lack of competent medical personnel.
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field of science involving the use of information technology to solve problems inherent in biology and computer science (Edwards et al., 2009) . Research in bioinformatics includes algorithms designed for storage, retrieval, and data analysis. Bioinformatics is a fast developing field of science combining biology, information engineering, computer science, mathematics and statistics to examine and understand biological phenomena. It has practical applications in specific areas such as molecular biology and medical disease diagnosis. Sequence Alignment is a form of bioinformatics that uses various algorithms to locate functional subsets in biological sequences (whether DNA or protein) (Rosenberg, 2009) . Sequence alignments can also be deployed to non-biological phenomena such as in natural language, clustering and financial data.
An expert system is an area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) designed to learn the skills of a human-expert coded in the form of rules (Yadav and Pandey, 2015 ). An expert system has been identified as a vibrant tool for the identification of various diseases such as skin diseases (melanoma, impetigo, and eczema), kidney diseases, meningitis, cerebral palsy, migraine, cluster headache, stroke, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, parkinson, alzheimer and huntington disease (Amarathunga et al., 2015; Singla et al., 2014) . Recently, a lot of researches has been geared towards the use of expert system for medical disease diagnosis and this has transformed to the emergence of technologically inclined medical consultation. Therefore, expert system is regarded as a decision support system in combination with other techniques in the field of AI for diseases diagnosis based on known symptoms (Horvitz et al., 1988) . The main objectives of this paper are (1) To improve on existing systems that can only diagnose one disease at a time (2) To design benchmark sequences of symptoms for malaria, typhoid fever and malaria typhoid and (3) To design a bioinformatics approach for the identification and prediction of malaria, typhoid fever and malaria typhoid simultaneously.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work. Materials and methods is presented in Section 3. The implementation procedure and discussion is presented in Section 4. System evaluation of the proposed approach is well highlighted in Section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work.
Related work
Computer inspired tool such as sequence alignment algorithms can be deployed in medical diagnosis systems to check death ratio and reduce the stress of waiting to see a medical doctor. Medical diagnosis system is an emerging technology in the field of AI used to help health care experts in making efficient and appropriate clinical decisions (Shortliffe, 1987) . Medical diagnosis systems in combination with bioinformatics inspired techniques can provide useful information on medical data under the knowledge supervision of a human expert. This useful information can assist medical experts in identifying disease categories in patients and provide timely intervention in the form of treatments advice (Wan and Fadzilah, 2006) .
Researchers have developed several intelligent approaches for medical diagnosis systems in an attempt to identify disease category, reduce waiting time of patients, reduce health care service costs and increase service rate of medical experts. As seen in most studies (Bourlas et al., 1999; Alexopoulos et al., 1999; Ruseckaite, 1999; Manickam and Abidi, 1999; Zelic et al., 1999) , intelligent approaches developed to assist experts in timely detection and prevention of diseases can only deal with one disease condition. Hence, it is important to develop a multi-target disease diagnosis system for the identification of two or more disease conditions in patients. Oguntimilehin et al. (2013) presented a machine learning approach for clinical diagnosis of typhoid fever. The authors collected labelled dataset with severity levels of typhoid fever from medical experts. The labelled dataset comprises of diagnosis variables and severity levels of very low, low, moderate, high and very high as classes to create reasonable guidelines for the diagnosis of typhoid fever with 96% detection accuracy. The authors asserted that the system could lead to reduction in mortality rate and patient waiting time respectively. One limitation of their work was the problem of rule extraction, which, if overcome, could lead to better diagnosis accuracy. proposed a mixture of fuzzy logic and neural network for the efficient diagnosis of typhoid fever. The mixture model provide a method that allows the neural network module to automatically optimize the diagnosis of typhoid fever by generating the diagnosis rules for the fuzzy inference system. The mixture model was reported to offer reliable diagnosis that is time efficient and less expensive. However, the proposed mixture model could lead to computational overhead due to unproven concept of weight adjustment in neural networks. Fatumo et al. (2013) designed a robust computer simulated medical expert based on input diagnosis variables as rules stored in the inference engine for the identification of different types of malaria and typhoid problems. The designed medical expert system offers effectiveness in use and accessibility, although insufficient rules and symptoms in the knowledge base can reduce the effectiveness of their designed system. Djam et al. (2011) designed a fuzzy expert system for the diagnosis and treatment of malaria based on degree of participation of each diagnosis variables using the root sum square and centre of gravity for reasoning and diagnosis decision respectively. The designed fuzzy expert system was able to provide reasonable diagnosis for malaria with some degree of confidence. The authors considered the designed fuzzy expert system to be user friendly and a means to ease medical consultations. The disadvantage of the system is centered on the problem of knowledge representation inherent to most rule based systems. Adehor and Burrell (2008) designed a simple differential diagnostic model for detecting malaria, typhoid and unknown-fever in the subregions of Africa based on signs and symptoms provided from interaction with the users. The designed model provides a more simplified way for entering signs and symptoms by taking responses from both a supervising user and the patient. This way of information entry reduces erroneous information and enhances the diagnosis accuracy. The designed differential diagnostic model could lead to delays, risks and expensive inefficient diagnosis due to multiple alternative solutions that may be similar. Aminu et al. (2016) proposed a predictive symptoms-based system rooted in the binary classification of Support Vector Machines (SVM) to enhanced joint classification of malaria and typhoid fever. The authors reported that the proposed predictive symptoms-based system represents a reliable substitute for disease diagnosis and the evaluation results indicates a low classification accuracy. proposed a Web-Based Decision Support System (WBDSS) rooted in Fuzzy Logic (FL) for the diagnosis of typhoid fever. The FL system is composed of a fuzzifier, fuzzy inference engine, and a defuzzifier for rules formulation, reasoning and diagnosis decision respectively. The results obtained showed that the proposed system is suitable for diagnosis problems. However, the fuzzy sets of fuzzy logic models cannot automatically adjust its linguistic variables to suit unseen conditions. Boruah and Kakoty (2019) provide a comparative analysis of different data mining techniques for the prediction and diagnosis of malaria. The study inferred that ensemble data mining techniques could be more efficient in the prediction and diagnosis of malaria than a single predictive model. The authors recognized that most literatures on disease diagnosis systems failed to test their systems on detection accuracy, simplicity and accessibility. Uzoka et al. (2011) proposed a combination of fuzzy logic and the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) methods in the medical diagnosis of malaria. The fuzzy logic provides the rules needed to combine the multiple diagnosis decision variables supported by AHP in order to determine the relative importance of each variable in the diagnostic decision making process. The results of the research proved effective for non-expert medical practitioner in the diagnosis of malaria. The limitation of the system hinges on the problem of knowledge representation identified with fuzzy logic systems. Mutawa and Alzuwawi (2019) presented a multi-layered rule-based expert system for detecting uveitis. The rules combination on the diagnosis variables decreases as the network propagate from the input layers to the output layer. The network design assist in deciding the primary signs and symptoms of some diseases needed to evaluate the probability of that disease instead of integrating all the disease diagnosis variables. The system represents an intelligent guideline for young medical doctors in providing accurate treatment advice to patients. The system provides easy adaptability to unseen conditions through its unique multilayer design. Conversely, the system has no technique that can mitigate input errors of signs and symptoms from users.
Bioinformatics
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field of science consisting of tools developed to gain knowledge about biological phenomena (Edwards et al., 2009) . It is a technology initially designed for the practical purpose of introducing pattern into the big data generated by the modern development in molecular biology. The bioinformatics technology started with the idea of developing computer inspired tools for locating functional patterns in biological sequences e.g. locations of functional structures in Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA). Bioinformatics is a fast developing field of science combining biology, information engineering, computer science, mathematics, chemistry and statistics to derive useful knowledge from biological phenomena (See Figure 1) . One common area of its application include medical disease diagnosis.
Sequence alignment methods
Sequence Alignment is a form of bioinformatics tool designed for the comparison of two or more sequences in order to derive important biological knowledge (Behbahani et al., 2016) . It is used to discover both patterns and functional connection between sequences. Alignment locates similarity grade between text sequences and pattern sequences. Most sequence alignment employs divide-and-conquer approach for optimal alignment scores.
The functional behaviour of an unknown pattern can be predicted by simply employing sequence alignment. The optimum similarity of the unknown pattern after alignment with a database of known text sequences is normally assumed as the functional information contained in the pattern. There are predominantly two techniques of sequence alignment: global alignment and local alignment.
Global alignment
In global alignment comparison is done from start till finish of the pattern to locate the optimal alignment. This kind of alignment followed the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) . This algorithm is very often used in many computer science applications. Global alignment method is most recommended for sequences that are identical in length.
Local alignment
Sequences with no identical length can be matched with local alignment technique. It divides sequences into subsets and compare subsets of all possible lengths. This kind of alignment followed the Smith-Waterman algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981) .
These two basic alignment techniques are known to follow the popular divide-and-conquer approach.
Gap penalty
A Gap penalty is a technique derived to allow for more character matching between closely related sequences. When comparing sequences, the use of gaps in the sequences can allow more characters to be matched by an alignment algorithm than it's possible in normal alignment. However, to arrive at suitable alignment it is essential to control the length and number of gaps in an alignment. The three basic types of gap penalties are constant, linear and affine (Manikandan and Ramyachitra, 2017) .
Constant
This is the most basic type of gap penalty where a fixed negative score is assigned to every gap, irrespective of its length. For example, aligning two sequences as in Figure 2 , with '-' showing a 1-gap alignment. Assume a 1 is assigned for every match and -1 for every gap, then total score is 7 À 1 ¼ 6 as computed by (1).
Score ¼ number of matches À number of gaps
(1)
Linear
The linear gap penalty in contrast to constant gap penalty consider the length (L) of each insertion/deletion in the gap. Hence, if the penalty for each gap is Y and the length of the gap is L; the resultant gap penalty is the product of the two YL. This technique discourages lengthy gaps, with total score decreasing for each additional gap. For example, the total score for Figure 2 using linear gap penalty is 7 À 3 ¼ 4 as computed by (2).
This is a blend of the constant and linear gap penalty. It is the most common of the gap penalty types. The affine gap penalty is of the form.
where X is the gap opening penalty, Y the gap extension penalty and L the length of the gap. Gap opening denotes the cost necessary to open a gap of any length, and gap extension is the cost for each additional length to an existing gap. Although, the value of X and Y varies according to purpose and thus the values cannot be ascertained. If the purpose is to find closely related matches, a bigger gap penalty is needed to discourage gap openings. Conversely, if the purpose is simply to find a less closely related match, then a reduced gap penalty is recommended.
Expert systems
The uncultivated habit of people to visit the hospital for regular check-ups coupled with their busy schedule, has triggered the emergence of medical diagnosis systems as an alternative for human experts. The wide acceptance of these medical diagnosis systems has translated to an alteration from human consultation to system consultation. Medical diagnosis system is an expert system with coded knowledge of some domain experts which can categorize diseases based on selected symptoms (Lingiardi et al., 2015; Weiss et al., 1978; Moses, 2015; Mutawa and Alzuwawi, 2019) . These coded knowledge based on some inference mechanisms are deployed by the system for making smart decisions.
Moreso, the deployment of these medical diagnosis systems can greatly assist medical staff in the discharge of quality health care services. AI as an umbrella word in intelligent computing, is the design and implementation of machines behaving at the level of a human expert. Expert systems have carved out a niche for itself in AI compared to other machine learning techniques. The most recognised area of expert systems application is inherent in the health care domain for detection and prevention of diseases (Pai et al., 2006) . The friendly user interface and explanation facilities of expert systems has made them the most popular tool for problem solving.
Materials and methods
The architecture of the proposed Bioinformatics Based Decision Support System (BBDSS) for multi-target disease diagnosis is presented in Figure 3 . Figure 3 consists of a fusion of expert system and sequence alignment techniques for the diagnosis of Malaria Fever (MF), Typhoid Fever (TF) and Malaria Typhoid Fever (MTF). The architecture takes input diagnosis variables through the browser representing benchmark diagnosis sequences for the three disease conditions, patient signs and symptoms and domain expert knowledge. The browser is the interface through which the users (health professional and domain expert) interact with the system and provide diagnosis results to the outside world. The Knowledge base comprises of the database and Rule Base (RB). The database stores benchmark diagnosis sequences, patient signs and symptoms and domain expert knowledge while the RB is made up of a set of IF-THEN rules depicting the benchmark diagnosis variables for each disease conditions of MF, TF and MTF respectively. The sequence alignment component receives as input the patient signs and symptoms (input sequence) supplied by the patient and applies global alignment technique with constant penalty for the matching between the input sequence and the three benchmark sequences in turns. The global alignment technique with constant penalty applies its pre-defined process to generate optimal alignment and determine the disease condition of the patient through comparing the alignment scores for the three benchmark diagnosis sequences. Finally, the best optimal alignment score is returned as the diagnosis result for the patient. The full details of the sequence alignment component showing the process flow is also presented in Figure 4 .
Diagnosis variables
Given an input sequence X of patient signs and symptoms and benchmark sequences Y of domain expert rules for the diagnosis of MF, TF and MTF respectively. Let Eqs. (4) and (5) represent input and benchmark diagnosis sequences respectively;
Such that x i and y i represents joint disease diagnosis variables for the possible diagnosis of MF, TF and MTF as in Table 1 . Table 1 shows the joint disease diagnosis variable, value and abbreviation code. Depending on the input sequence per patient in alignment with the benchmark diagnosis sequences, MF, TF or MTF can be diagnosed.
Database
The database stores patient interaction with the system providing symptoms details. The database is a repository storing the benchmark diagnosis sequences, patient signs and symptoms and domain expert knowledge. It receive input diagnosis variables and the domain expert knowledge through the browser interface. Hence, the authors sought and obtained ethical approval from the Landmark University Research Ethical Board. This ethical approval was given by the Landmark University in collaboration with its medical center.
Rule base
The rule base for MF, TF and MTF is composed of the benchmark diagnosis variables combined by a set of IF-THEN rules in which the IFparts consist of the diagnosis variables combined by the AND operator while the THEN-parts involve the diagnosis decisions. The rules that constitute the benchmark sequences were intelligently formulated with the knowledge of domain experts. Table 2 represents the rule base of benchmark sequences for the three disease conditions. The three disease conditions have joint diagnosis variables but different diagnosis values.
When an input sequence is aligned with the benchmark sequences a rule is fired for a disease condition with the maximum alignment score, otherwise the diagnosis result returns no decision if all the alignment scores is below a specified percentage threshold.
Dot plot matrix
A dot plot matrix or similarity matrix is constructed to permutate all the possible alignment between a given input diagnosis sequence and all the benchmark diagnosis sequences. In order to characterise all the possible combinations of variables and their resultant scores a similarity matrix is used. The similarity matrix is defined by an alignment matrix and scoring matrix.
Alignment

Alignment operation
Given two sequences X ¼ x 1 x 2 …x n and Y ¼ y 1 y 2 …y m defined over an alphabet
P . An alignment operation is a pair ðx; yÞ 2 ð P [f À g 6 ¼ ð À ; À ÞÞ.
Note that À 6 2 P but x;y 2 P ⋆ . We call (x, y).
substitution iff x 6 ¼ À and y 6 ¼ À deletion (del) iff y ¼ À insertion (in) iff x ¼ À
Alignment matrix
Let n ¼ jXj and m ¼ jYj: Alignment matrix of X and Y is the ðn þ1Þ Â ðm þ1Þ-matrix defined by (6):
Given (X; Y) is alignment of x 1…i ; y 1…j , where w is the cost function.
Scoring matrix
We use a scoring scheme or cost function that simply give a value of 1 for each match, and 0 for mismatch using constant penalty as in (1). A simple scoring scheme (7) is used for the alignment between an input diagnosis sequence and benchmark diagnosis sequences, since no gap allowance is considered in the system. i.e., all sequences are of equal lengths.
wðx; yÞ
¼ & 1 iff x ¼ y 0 iff x 6 ¼ y (7)
Trace-back
Once the alignment matrix with the cost function is computed, the entry D{nm} provides the maximum score among all possible alignments. To compute optimal alignment, you start from the bottom right cell as follows:
Start in (n, m). For every (i, j) determine optimal case. Compare the value with the three possible sources (match, insert, and delete) Sequence of trace arrows with maximum trace gives optimal alignment. Hence, the number of possible global alignments between an input diagnosis sequence and a benchmark diagnosis sequence of length N can be represented as in (8) Disease  GBP  GBD  GBW  SP  VMT  LOA  BT  DHE  TOF  AD  AP  CON  LOW  EMW  CF 
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Research hypotheses
In order to investigate if the mean score of the proposed system is statistically equal to the orthodox system, the following research hypotheses were formulated: H0: μ1 ¼ μ2: The paired mean score between the orthodox system and the proposed system are equal, that is, differ on average by a small margin at most. H1: μ1 6 ¼ μ2: The paired mean score between the orthodox system and the proposed system are not equal, that is, differ on average by a large margin.
where H0 denotes the null hypothesis and H1 denotes the alternative hypothesis.
Implementation results and discussion
The proposed diagnosis system was implemented using a java programming language which runs on Netbeans IDE 8.0.2 environment and MySQL as the database management system. Figure 5 presents an instance interface through which a health professional enter the input diagnosis value in the form of signs and symptoms for a diagnosis decision. The health professional can enter the next input diagnosis value by pressing the next button. The diagnosis information were gathered from experts about symptoms of malaria and typhoid. These symptoms led to a total of 17 questions being asked on the GUI of the program with a "Yes" or "No" option. Any of the selected option generates a character (i.e. 'Y' for a "Yes" and 'N' for a "No"). These characters form a sequence of string at the end of the questions. Three benchmark sequences of strings are being stored in the rule base of the program, which represents malaria, typhoid and malaria typhoid sequences respectively.
The string generated is then aligned with those in the rule base for comparison. The percentage of matches between the three sequences determines what disease the patient is most likely suffering from as in Figure 6 . For example, if the generated string has a higher percentage of match with malaria sequence than that of the two other sequences, then the patient is most likely suffering from malaria. The proposed system is designed in such a way that if the percentage of matches between the generated sequence and the three benchmark sequences in the rule base is not up to 70%, then the patient is most likely not suffering from any of the three diseases. Hence, the patient is advised to visit the medical doctor (See Figure 4) .
When the ''View Sequence Details'' button in Figure 6 is pressed, the result of sequence alignment details for a given patient is displayed as in Figure 7 . This result represents the diagnosis results leading to a diagnosis decision for the patient with ID ''001''. Table 3 represents the input diagnosis sequences of fifteen patients for MF, TF and MTF. Column 1 represent patient identification numbers. Columns 2-18 represents the diagnosis variables. Columns 19, 20 and 21 depicts the diagnosis scores for MF, TF and MTF respectively. The last column represents the diagnosis decision at each instance for the fifteen patients. Figure 8 presents the diagnosis category against the number of patients for the fifteen patients.
System evaluation
Since the diagnosis of malaria, typhoid and malaria typhoid is independent of one another but having joint diagnosis variables, a one-way ANOVA was used in order to compare the means of the three independent groups (malaria, typhoid and malaria typhoid) to determine whether there is statistical suggestion that the associated values on the diagnosis variables means are significantly different.
In the proposed system, the diagnosis variables is the health professional's inputs (Y/N) to diagnose a given disease condition, and disease status is an indicator about whether or not the patient have (0 ¼ malaria, 1 ¼ typhoid, 2 ¼ malaria typhoid). We use ANOVA to test if there is a statistically significant difference in diagnosis variables with respect to disease status. Diagnosis variables will serve as the dependent variable, and disease status will act as the independent variable.
From Table 4 , we conclude that the mean of the values on diagnosis variables is significantly different for at least one of the disease status groups (F (2, 351) ¼ 9.194, p < 0.005). Since the ANOVA alone is considered insufficient to tell us explicitly which means were different from one another, multiple comparisons tests was further used.
From the ANOVA results, we ascertained that there are statistically significant differences between the groups as a whole. From Table 5 , multiple comparisons shows which groups differed from each other. The Tukey post hoc test was used due to its simplicity and preferred test for conducting post hoc tests on a one-way ANOVA. Table 5 shows that there is a statistically significant difference in the values on the diagnosis variables to diagnose the disease conditions between the groups of malaria and malaria typhoid (p ¼ 0.000). However, there were no differences between the groups of malaria and typhoid fever (p ¼ 0.141), as well as between the groups of typhoid fever and malaria typhoid (p ¼ 0.520).
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed diagnosis system in terms of results accuracy, we performed a comparative analysis of one hundred and twenty random system diagnostic findings with those obtained from the orthodox method equivalent as shown in Tables 6a,b,c.  Table 6a , b, c gives the total diagnosis accuracy of the proposed system with accuracy of 38.1565, 38.703 and 39.5497 respectively. The mean accuracy can be computed by the summation of the three accuracies divided by the 120 data points.
Therefore, the mean accuracy of the proposed diagnosis system and its efficiency is computed as follows:
Mean Accuracy ðMAÞ ¼ From the evaluation result, it can be concluded that the proposed diagnosis system is most efficient at providing diagnosis for malaria and malaria typhoid at 97% accuracy.
The calculated MA and E values suggested that the proposed system is 97% accurate. In order to show the significant difference in the diagnosis scores between DROM and DRPS, we use the t-test statistics. It is used to test for differences between the two diagnosis methods based on the measured scores. In Table 7 , t-test statistics for the two diagnosis methods under comparison was presented. It can be reported in Table 7 that the p-value of 2.24734E-29 means that the averages for DROM and DRPS are significantly different. In order words, the mean values of diagnosis from the orthodox system differ from those of the proposed system.
In order to conclude that the mean value of the proposed system is statistically the same as that of the orthodox system, equivalence test was investigated. In other words, equivalence test was conducted to investigate if the accuracy of the proposed system is as good as the orthodox system. Table 8 shows the results of the equivalence test between the orthodox and the proposed diagnosis systems. From the results, it can be concluded that:
DROM and DRPS scores were strongly and positively correlated (r ¼ 0.947, p < 0.001). ID  GBP  GBD  GBW  SP  VMT  LOA  BT  DHE  TOF  AD  AP  CON  LOW  EMW  CF  IRR  EPI  Score  Diagnosis   MF  TF  MTF   001  1  1  1  0  0  1  1  1  I  0  0  0  1  1  0  0  0 There was a significant average difference between DROM and DRPS scores (t 119 ¼ 15.091, p < 0.001). On average, DROM scores were 0.0299233 points higher than DRPS scores (95% CI [0.0259971, 0.0338496]).
Since the paired mean difference between the orthodox system and the proposed system differ on average by a small score margin of 0.0299233 and probability level for the equivalence test is less than the recommended value of alpha (0.05), the null hypothesis can be accepted and the accuracy of the proposed system can be considered valid.
Conclusion and future work
This paper developed a decision support system for malaria, typhoid fever and malaria typhoid diagnosis using bioinformatics approach. The system is a hybrid of expert system and global alignment with constant penalty. Both malaria and typhoid fever have similar symptoms and are famous for their co-existence in the human body. Hence, the need for an efficient method for detecting these disease conditions.
The architecture of the proposed system takes input diagnosis variables through the browser representing benchmark diagnosis sequences for the three disease conditions, patient signs and symptoms controlled by a health professional and domain expert knowledge respectively. The browser is the interface through which a health professional interact with the system and provide diagnosis results to the outside world. The Knowledge base comprises of the database and rule base. The database stores benchmark diagnosis sequences, patient signs and symptoms and domain expert knowledge while the rule base is made up of a set of IF-THEN rules depicting the benchmark diagnosis variables for each disease conditions of malaria, typhoid fever and malaria typhoid respectively. The matching engine component receives as input the input sequence and applies global alignment technique with constant penalty for the matching between the input sequence and the three benchmark sequences in turns. The global alignment technique with constant penalty applies its pre-defined process to generate optimal alignment and determine the disease condition of the patient through comparing the alignment scores for the three benchmark diagnosis sequences. We used ANOVA to compare the means of the three independent groups (malaria, typhoid and malaria typhoid) to determine whether there is statistical evidence that the associated values on the diagnosis variables means are significantly different. The ANOVA results indicates that the mean of the values on diagnosis variables is significantly different for at least one of the disease status groups. Similarly, multiple comparisons tests was further used to explicitly tell us which means were different from one another. The multiple comparisons results showed that there is a statistically significant difference in the values on the diagnosis variables to diagnose the disease conditions between the group of malaria and malaria typhoid. Conversely, there were no differences between the groups of malaria and typhoid fever as well as between the groups of typhoid fever and malaria typhoid.
In order to show the significant difference in the diagnosis scores between DROM and DRPS, t-test statistics was used. It is used to test for differences between the two diagnosis methods based on the measured scores. The results of the t-test statistics indicates that the mean values of diagnosis from the orthodox system differ from those of the proposed system. Equivalence test was also conducted to investigate if the accuracy of the proposed system is as good as the orthodox system. The result of the equivalence test validates the accuracy of the proposed system.
Finally, the evaluation of the proposed system showed a high efficiency for the possibility of malaria and malaria typhoid diagnosis. One limitation of the proposed system is related to the age of the sick person. The likelihood that children will not give accurate details of symptoms without a health professional doing physical investigation on the sick children is a clear limitation. In the future, the system will include physical examination category for sick children. Secondly, it is recommended that reinforcement learning be adapted to improve the optimality of the sequence alignment method.
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